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Abstract

Dislocation bias factors in bcc Fe have been calculated based on atom-

istic interaction energy maps on three kinds of dislocations, namely the

a0/2〈111〉{110} screw, a0/2〈111〉{110} and a0〈100〉{001} edge dislocations.

The results show that the dislocation bias is higher for the a0/2〈111〉 edge

dislocation than for the a0〈100〉 edge dislocation, even though the latter pos-

sesses a larger Burgers vector. This indicates the importance of the disloca-

tion core contribution. For the a0/2〈111〉{110} screw dislocation, a negative

dislocation bias has been obtained, which implies a more efficient absorp-

tion of vacancies than of SIAs. The effect of coexistence of both edge- and

screw dislocations are assessed by a total bias. A possible complementary

mechanism for explaining the long swelling incubation time in bcc metals is

suggested and discussed.
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1. Introduction1

Classical radiation damage theory underlines the importance of the dislo-2

cation bias, which physically is the preference of absorption of self-interstitial3

atoms (SIAs) over vacancies by dislocation lines [1]. Such a fundamental ra-4

diation effect as void swelling was predicted in 1959 by Greenwood, Foreman5

and Rimmer (GFR) on the basis of the assumption that radiation damage6

produces 3-D migrating point defects, SIAs and vacancies, which cluster and7

contribute to the growth of the dislocation density and of the voids. However,8

void growth is established due to the growing excess of vacancies in the bulk9

because SIAs are more effectively absorbed by dislocations. Physically, it is10

explained by the difference in dilatation volume and related stress-field topol-11

ogy between SIA and vacancy. The dislocation bias factor (Bd) is a quantity12

that defines the efficiency of absorption of these two defects. Following the13

GFR theory, the Bd was evaluated on the basis of experimentally measured14

void swelling on Cu and FeCrNi alloy upon 1 MeV electron irradiation, which15

produces Frenkel pairs exclusively [2, 3]. The dislocation bias was fitted from16

the rate theory model with experimental parameters to be in the range of17

0.02-0.04. Heavy ion and neutron irradiation, resulting in cascade damage,18

also suggest the Bd to be of the order of a percent [4]. Importantly, the19

experimentally deduced value of the Bd was neither essentially dependent on20

the crystallographic structure of material nor its chemical composition, and21

swelling rate was typically reported to be of the order of 1%/dpa.22

A computational assessment of Bd was done by Wolfer [5] who applied23

Ham’s solution [6] and used isotropic elasticity theory to estimate the inter-24

action of the point defects with a non-split edge dislocation in face centered25
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cubic (fcc) Cu. Bd was found to be 0.25, that is, one order of magnitude26

higher than the expected value derived from the experimental observations.27

Estimations based on even simpler assumptions, accounting for the relax-28

ation volume difference, also provide the values for Bd of the order of 0.1-0.329

for different body centered cubic (bcc) and fcc metals [5]. In the above men-30

tioned assessment, Wolfer mentioned that further refinement is necessary to31

account for the anisotropy in the long-range interaction and the particular32

atomic structure of the dislocation core and point defects for the short-range33

interaction. The effect of anisotropy of edge dislocation, as well as of the point34

defects, on dislocation bias calculations have recently been studied by Seif35

and Ghoniem [7] in different metals, where they found that the anisotropy36

plays different roles in fcc Cu and bcc Fe. Moreover, we have computed the37

Bd for an edge dislocation in fcc Cu by combining a finite element method38

with the interaction energy landscape obtained directly from atomistic calcu-39

lations [8]. A discrepancy of 30% for Bd was found if the interaction energy40

map is taken from elasticity theory, and the interaction near the dislocation41

core also revealed strong deviations, sometimes even the sign of the interac-42

tion energy was inverted. Those results proved the usefulness of the atomistic43

simulations to assess fine details of defect-dislocation interactions which are44

not achievable using an elasticity theory framework only.45

In this work, we investigate defect-dislocation interactions and perform46

calculations ofBd in bcc iron (Fe). In particular, we consider the a0/2〈111〉{110}47

screw, a0/2〈111〉{110} and a0〈100〉{001} edge dislocations. The screw dis-48

locations are the primary defects in non-irradiated bcc metals and alloys49

including Fe-based steels [9], while under prolonged irradiation a high den-50
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sity of dislocation loops is established [10, 11]. The latter are of interstitial51

nature and two types may be present depending on the chemical composition52

of the Fe-based alloy and irradiation temperature. In pure Fe at 573 K and53

above, the a0 〈100〉 loops of square shape dominate, while at room tempera-54

ture mostly a0/2〈111〉 loops are present [12, 10]. In commercial Fe-Cr-based55

steels both types of loops are present in proportions depending on the Cr56

content [13, 14]. Here, we provide a computational assessment of the dislo-57

cation bias factor for all three possible types of dislocations relevant for bcc58

Fe and its alloys and discuss the implication of the results.59

2. Theory and Methods60

The numerical method to obtain the dislocation bias has been explained61

in our previous work [8]. The basic idea is that the flux induced by the62

diffusion of point defects is described by Fick’s law with a drift term, and63

it is solved under steady state by employing the dislocation - point defects64

interaction energies. The interaction energies are obtained both from atom-65

istic calculations and from elastic calculations. For the aim of completeness,66

the theoretical equations to obtain the bias, the atomistic calculation details67

and the calculations of the elastic dislocation-PD interactions are briefly ex-68

plained in the following sections.69

2.1. Bias factor70

The dislocation bias factor, sometimes referred to as net bias [15], is71

defined as:72

Bd =
ZSIA

Zvac

− 1 (1)
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where ZSIA and Zvac are the dislocation capture efficiencies for the SIA and73

vacancy, respectively. The dislocation capture efficiency is a measure of en-74

hanced absorption of a specific point defect by the dislocation due to its inter-75

action with the point defect. The capture efficiency is determined by various76

factors such as the dislocation structure and resulting stress field, ambient77

temperature, dislocation density and others [16]. Previous works, dedicated78

to assessment of dislocation-mediated creep and swelling [17, 5, 18], provide a79

framework to compute the capture efficiency Z. In the present work, we fol-80

low the numerical approach proposed by Wolfer [5], which is briefly explained81

below:82

A flux of point defects (of a specific kind) approaching the dislocation83

core is influenced by both the concentration gradient and the gradient of the84

defect-dislocation interaction energy. It can be described by Fick’s law with85

a drift term:86

J = −O(DC)− βDCOE (2)

whereD is the diffusion coefficient, C is the concentration of point defects,87

and β is 1/kBT with kB the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature, E88

is the defect-dislocation interaction energy and the second term on the right89

hand side is the drift term.90

A convenient reformulation is used:91

J = −e−βE(r,θ)OΨ (3)

where Ψ = DCeβE(r,θ) is referred to as the diffusion potential function.92

Applying the steady state condition O · J = 0 in Eq.3:93
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O · (−e−βE(r,θ)OΨ) = 0. (4)

Given the interaction energy E(r, θ) and boundary conditions, Ψ is nu-94

merically solved using FEM. In this work, atomistically calculated interaction95

energies and elastic interaction models are implemented accordingly in dif-96

ferent calculations. Following the conventional approach [5], it is assumed97

that a point defect is absorbed by the dislocation once it crosses into the98

core region. Hence, the boundary condition at the dislocation core r = r0, is99

Ψr0 = 0. At the external boundary, limited by the dislocation capture range,100

r = R, the defect concentration C(r, θ) is a constant. Naturally, the disloca-101

tion capture range corresponds to a distance at which the dislocation-defect102

interaction is negligible. Hence, ΨR = D̄C̄ is a non-zero constant.103

The total current of defects absorbed by the dislocation is then evaluated104

as:105

Jtot = r0

∫ 2π

0

Jr(r0, θ)dθ (5)

where r0 is the dislocation core radius vector pointing to the core center and106

Jr(r0, θ) is the current to the core.107

The dislocation capture efficiency Z in this case is defined as the ratio108

of the fluxes for a specific point defect, computed with and without taking109

into account the dislocation-defect interaction, that is Z = J
J0

, where J0 is110

the flux excluding the dislocation-defect interaction. The dislocation gliding111

plane is mounted with a mesh, on each mesh point the flux is obtained by112

FEM implementing the interaction energy on each specific mesh site. The113

total flux around the dislocation core is then integrated to obtain the capture114

efficiency. The latter is used to compute the bias factor.115
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A similar numerical method has recently been used to calculate the effect116

of anisotropy, SIA orientation, and one-dimensional migration mechanism117

on the bias of edge dislocations in bcc Fe and fcc Cu [7]. Different elastic118

interaction models have been employed in their work. In the present work, in119

addition to the anisotropic elastic interaction model, a number of atomistic120

interaction energy maps are calculated from molecular static calculations and121

we implement them in the FEM numerical method to obtain the dislocation122

bias on different types and configurations of dislocation in bcc Fe. Details of123

the atomistic calculation settings are found in the following section.124

2.2. Atomistic calculations125

To obtain the atomistic information about the defect-dislocation interac-126

tion, a model treating a periodic array of dislocations by Osetky and Bacon127

[19] was applied. In the case of edge dislocations, two half crystals, where128

one has an extra plane of atoms, are strained to have different lattice param-129

eters in the direction of the Burgers vector. For the screw dislocation, a rigid130

shift in the periodic boundary conditions perpendicular to the dislocation131

line was applied, as suggested by Rodney [20]. In order to model an infi-132

nite straight dislocation, periodic boundary conditions were applied in the133

direction of the Burgers vector and in the direction of the dislocation line,134

while fixed boundary condition was applied in the direction that is normal135

to the glide plane. Typical dimensions of the simulation cells were about136

40×40×4 nm, where 4 nm is the section along the dislocation line. These137

dimensions are enough to avoid defect-defect self-interaction via the periodic138

boundary along the dislocation line, as well as dislocation-dislocation image139

interactions which could possibly affect the equilibrium core structure. The140
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total number of atoms in these simulation cells system is about 5·105, and141

the dislocation density is of the order of 5·1014 m−2.142

A vacancy is created by removing one atom from the lattice. A SIA is143

inserted as a dumbbell containing two atoms aligned along {110} directions144

and placed at a distance of 0.4 a0 from each other, centered on a lattice145

site. A combination of conjugate gradient and quasi static relaxation in the146

microcanonical ensemble was applied to fully relax the crystal to obtain its147

total energy. The formation energies with and without the dislocation are148

calculated and the interaction energy is defined as the difference in formation149

energy with and without the dislocation. The interaction energy with respect150

to the dislocation core-defect position provides the interaction energy map151

for a particular dislocation-defect combination. Note that for a SIA, being152

a 〈110〉 dumbbell in bcc Fe [21, 22], the particular orientations of the dumb-153

bells also play a role, meaning that all non-equivalent configurations must be154

assessed.155

Most of the calculations were performed using the embedded atom method156

(EAM) potential derived by Dudarev and Derlet [23]. The potential was de-157

veloped to account for the specific properties of SIAs and ensures a correct158

stability of the 〈110〉 dumbbell configuration over the 〈111〉 crowdion, which159

is of fundamental importance in the present investigation. Despite the fact160

that the potential was fitted to a number of important properties of bcc Fe,161

the core of the screw dislocation relaxes to a degenerate three-fold structure.162

To validate the effect of the core structure, we also employed the EAM po-163

tential developed by Mendelev et al. [24], which correctly reproduces both164

properties of point defects and screw dislocation core structure [25]. The165
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results show that the Z and Bd values computed for the screw dislocation166

by both potentials are qualitatively in agreement. We therefore choose to167

use the potential of Dudarev and Derlet, which has one obvious advantage168

over the Mendelev potential, namely the shorter cut-off range. This cut-off169

range is crucial for the present study due to the significant computational170

resources required to assess the interaction energy landscapes in crystals con-171

taining 5·105 atoms while considering six variants of the SIA and three types172

of dislocations.173

2.3. Analytical screw dislocation-defect interaction174

In this work we compare the analytical dislocation-defect interactions175

derived from elasticity theory with the results from atomistic calculations.176

Given that the Zener anisotropy factor of bcc Fe is 2.3, it is not appropriate to177

treat it as an isotropic bulk. Therefore, only the anisotropic dislocation model178

is used in this work to compare with the atomistically calculated dislocation.179

Our treatment of the anisotropic interaction between edge dislocation and180

PDs is explained in [8]. All elastic constants Cij used in the elastic interaction181

models are calculated from molecular static calculations using the same EAM182

potential as we used in the atomistic interaction energy calculations. In this183

section the anisotropic interaction model is explained for the interaction of184

the point defects with a screw dislocation, as briefly described below.185

Within the framework of linear elasticity theory, the interaction energy186

between the point defect and a dislocation separated by a distance r is given187

by188

E(r) = −εijPij, (6)
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where ε is the strain field of the dislocation and Pij are components of the189

dipole force tensor P.190

The anisotropic strain field of a screw dislocation was calculated from191

the anisotropic stress field given by[26]. A dipole force tensor describes the192

influence that a point defect has on its neighbours. It is calculated following193

the standard method by obtaining the Kanzaki force [27, 22, 28]194

Pij =
N∑
k=1

R
(k)
i F

(k)
j , (7)

where the summation is over N neighbours of the defect, i and j are the195

directions, R is the ith component of the vector joining atom k and the196

central atom, and F is the Kanzaki force.197

The Kanzaki force for our EAM potential is directly calculated from198

molecular statics following the detailed descriptions in [27, 28]. The dipole199

tensor of the vacancy and of the six different configurations of 〈110〉 dumb-200

bells are calculated and then used individually in the interaction calculation201

of Eq.6. The interaction energy of a screw dislocation with a SIA is pre-202

sented by the average interaction energies of the screw dislocation with the203

six dumbbell orientations.204

3. Results and discussions205

3.1. Dislocation core radius206

A standard way to define the dislocation core is to assign a cylinder with207

a radius (henceforth core radius) within which a spontaneous absorption of a208

point defect is expected. The core radius is therefore defined by the strength209
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and topology of the dislocation-defect interaction. In the analytical expres-210

sion, the capture efficiency is predicted to be core radius dependent [29].211

In our case, the interaction energy is obtained from atomistic calculations,212

therefore the core radii must be chosen carefully. To begin, we analysed the213

sensitivity of the capture efficiency with regard to the dislocation core radius,214

assuming that the core is represented by a cylinder. Fig.1 shows ZSIA and215

Zvac calculated using the energy landscape from isotropic elasticity theory216

and atomistic simulations, for the 〈100〉 edge dislocation as a function of217

r0. The integration was performed by taking 873 K as ambient temperature218

and assigning the dislocation density to 1014 m−2. As one sees, the capture219

efficiency Z values are strongly dependent on the choice of r0, especially in220

the case of the SIA. When r0 is larger than around 24 Å, the interaction221

energy becomes too weak to overcome the influence of the thermal diffusion.222

To assign some physical meaning to the dislocation core radius, we used an223

interaction energy gradient threshold [7], resulting in different dislocation224

radii for different species. Inside the radius all defects of that species are225

absorbed by the dislocation. The dislocation core radius is thus determined226

as where the gradient of the interaction energy, scaled by the Burgers vector,227

is comparable to the thermal energy:228

bO|E| = kBT. (8)

This criterion is applied to obtain the capture radii on each individual229

combination of defects and dislocation, in the atomistic interaction maps230

and in the elastic interaction maps. The average interaction gradient on231

the radius is used. However, in the here used temperature range, the O|E|232

difference is not significant, and we therefore use the radii corresponding to233
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T=873 K for all temperatures. This results in core radii as shown in Tab.1.234

3.2. Bias factor for edge dislocations235

While in most of the bcc metals SIAs typically occupy 〈111〉 crowdion236

configurations [30], a 〈110〉 dumbbell is the most energetically favourable237

configuration in bcc Fe due to its magnetism [22]. Occupying such a configu-238

ration, the SIA performs 3D migration by translation-rotation jumps [21, 31].239

While the SIA migrates towards the dislocation core it will undergo constant240

change of the particular orientation of its 〈110〉 axis. It is therefore impor-241

tant to assess the interaction energy landscape for all possible variants of242

SIA-dislocation orientations. For the 〈100〉 dislocation, the high symmetry243

results in three orientations of the 〈110〉 dumbbells. However, the 1/2〈111〉244

dislocations retain a high assymmetry. This has been taken into account in245

our calculations. In order to represent the interaction energy for the constant246

change of the particular orientation of a 〈110〉 dumbbell, the average interac-247

tion energy on each lattice site is calculated from each individual interaction248

energy map of a given orientation. The near core interaction fields are plot-249

ted for both types of edge dislocation, including the atomistic calculation250

and elastic anisotropic models. The profile of anisotropic interactions of the251

〈100〉 type with the point defects, shown in Fig.2 as C and D, resemble the252

atomistic interactions, shown in Fig.2 as A and B, very well, with weaker253

interactions on each individual site. On the other hand, the atomistic inter-254

action profiles for the 1/2〈111〉 type, shown in Fig.3 as A and B, do not have255

high similarity to either of the analytical interaction models.256

The bias calculated from those interaction maps are shown in Fig.4 under257

different temperatures with a fixed dislocation density of 1013 m−2. Compar-258
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ing the bias obtained from the two types of dislocation using the atomistically259

calculated interaction maps, a larger bias factor is observed for the 1/2〈111〉260

type than for the 〈100〉 type. However, the opposite result is obtained from261

the elastic anisotropic models. That is, the bias factors for the 〈100〉 type262

are larger than those for the 1/2〈111〉 type. This follows the argument based263

on the conventional estimation of Bd, that the larger the Burgers vector,264

the higher the bias factor should be [32]. However, such a view neglects265

particular details of the defect-dislocation interaction in the vicinity of the266

dislocation core, and the argument was not in agreement with the exper-267

iment carried out by Katoh [33] under neutron irradiation. By comparing268

Fig.2 A, B and Fig.3 A, B, the attractive regions (negative interaction energy269

region) in the SIA-dislocation interaction maps, which are marked as subplot270

B in both figures, are much more significant than the attractive regions in271

the vacancy-dislocation interaction maps, which are marked as subplot A.272

This difference ensures a stronger sink capture efficiency for SIAs than for273

vacancies in both cases. However, the repulsive region of the SIA-dislocation274

interaction is more pronounced for the 〈110〉 (Fig.2) compared to that for the275

1/2〈111〉 (Fig.3) dislocations. The large repulsive region screens out SIAs ap-276

proaching from that side, resulting in a relatively small dislocation bias for277

the 〈100〉 type. As the sink capture efficiency values show in Fig.6, it is the278

diffusion of SIAs to the dislocation that dominates the difference in the dislo-279

cation bias factors for the two edge dislocations. It is worth mentioning that280

even though the atomistic- and anisotropic elastic Bd values for the 1/2〈111〉281

are similar, this is coincidental considering the significant differences in the282

individual capture efficiencies.283
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3.3. Bias factor for the screw dislocation284

The screw dislocation is of primary interest since it is the basic extended285

lattice defect in non-irradiated bcc metals. The interaction energies obtained286

from the atomistic calculations and the anisotropic analytical models are287

shown in Fig.5. Three-fold interaction symmetries are obtained. The main288

difference between the atomistic calculated interaction energy and the analyt-289

ical interaction energy is in the core region. For both vacancy and SIA cases,290

the interactions obtained from the atomistic calculations are much stronger291

and longer in range than the analytical ones. Comparing Fig.5 with Fig.2 and292

Fig.3, the interaction energy of the screw dislocation is much weaker than293

that of the edge dislocations. The capture efficiencies have been computed294

for the screw dislocation as a function of temperature and dislocation den-295

sity, as shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7. The results show that Zvac are larger than296

ZSIA in all conditions tested. That is to say, the Bd of a screw dislocation297

calculated using atomistic interactions are all negative. In the SIA case the298

reason for this is that the flux approaching the core is partly repelled by the299

strong compressive fields around it, while in the vacancy case there are no300

such strong repelling fields and the attractive interaction energies between301

the two cases are comparable. This results in a larger net flux into the core302

for the vacancy than for the SIA. The same pattern of the interaction energy303

and the same trend for the dislocation bias are observed using the Mendelev304

potential, with even stronger repulsion zones and therefore even larger nega-305

tive capture efficiency and bias values. The negative bias implies that more306

vacancies than SIAs are absorbed in the dislocations. The supersaturation307

of the SIAs left in the bulk should help to build up edge dislocation loops or308
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help the growth of existing loops.309

Furthermore, the Bd calculated using the analytical interactions are zero310

within the precision limits. Given the fact that there is no displacements on311

the plane perpendicular to the dislocation line in a screw dislocation, only a312

very weak stress field from the anisotropy on this plane exert an influence on313

any point defects. It is hence reasonable for the analytical interactions not314

to have any impact on the preferential absorption rate. On the other hand,315

the linear elastic description breaks down in the core region and hence the316

atomistic interaction is more realistic. The negative bias implies that a screw317

dislocation preferentially absorbs vacancies. Nonetheless, in a real irradiated318

material, the screw dislocations and edge dislocations usually coexist [9].319

More discussions are presented in the next subsection.320

3.4. Comparison of screw- and edge dislocations321

Fig.6 and Fig.7 show capture efficiencies Z as a function of temperature322

and dislocation density, respectively. Fig.6 shows data produced by taking323

the dislocation density to be 1013 m−2, while the data in Fig.7 corresponds to324

773 K. The results reveal that Z grows as dislocation density increases and325

temperature decreases. Such trends are consistent with common expecta-326

tions, since temperature effectively ’weakens’ the interaction energy gradient,327

while the dislocation density controls the available sink volume. The same328

trends were found in our recent study dedicated to the calculation of Bd in329

fcc Cu[8].330

For the edge dislocations, ZSIA are larger than Zvac, while it is the opposite331

for the screw dislocation: ZSIA are smaller than Zvac. As we mentioned before,332

the coexistence of edge- and screw dislocations contribute to macroscopic333
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effects such as swelling. Therefore it is more reasonable to look at the total334

effect of the Z values. In order to estimate the joined influence from them,335

we define a total dislocation bias. It is assumed that the densities of the336

three different types of dislocations, namely 1/2〈111〉 screw, 1/2〈111〉 edge337

and 〈100〉 edge, are a, b and c respectively, and that the point defects can be338

absorbed by any of them, then the total bias is defined as339

Bd =
aZSD

SIA + bZ<111>
SIA + cZ<100>

SIA

aZSD
vac + bZ<111>

vac + cZ<100>
vac

− 1 (9)

where SD represents the screw dislocation, 〈111〉 is the 1/2〈111〉 type340

edge dislocation and 〈100〉 represents the 〈100〉 type edge dislocation.341

The fact that Zvac>ZSIA in the screw dislocation case counteracts the bias342

from the edge dislocation. This balancing of the total dislocation bias could343

indicate a contributing mechanism for the swelling incubation in bcc metals,344

as explained briefly below.345

Following the analysis of bias factors for different types of dislocations, we346

suggest that the microstructure-driven interplay balancing the sinks of point347

defects could be the feature defining the onset of stable (i.e. steady-state)348

void swelling in bcc metals. The above mentioned interplay with progress-349

ing irradiation is expressed qualitatively in the following. The unirradiated350

material contains predominantly screw dislocations. During irradiation, the351

edge dislocation population will be built up in the form of dislocation loops,352

whose properties will approach that of straight edge dislocations when large353

enough. With increasing irradiation dose, the total length of edge disloca-354

tions will keep increasing. Thus, at a certain dose, the positive bias of edge355

dislocations will outbalance the negative bias of screw dislocations and a bias356
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driven swelling sets in, according to Eq.9. Further investigation is needed to357

put this scenario on a firm quantitative ground, specifically the bias of 2D358

dislocation loops would need to be quantified, and the irradiation-induced359

microstructure evolution would need to be explicitly modelled. However, it360

has been previously noted that the transition from an incubation region to361

swelling is linked to a qualitative change in the microstructure as well as the362

absolute swelling correlates with the density of radiation-induced dislocation363

loops [34, 35, 33], and the above suggested scenario is well in line with those364

findings.365

4. Conclusions366

In this work we have performed a computational assessments of capture367

efficiencies and bias factors for screw- and edge dislocations in bcc Fe. Bd was368

computed by combining information from atomistic simulations and the finite369

element calculation approach. Atomistic calculations were used to obtain the370

interaction energy landscape for SIA/vacancy-dislocation interactions.371

An unexpected result was obtained for the 1/2〈111〉 edge dislocation,372

whose Bd was found to be higher than that for the 〈100〉 edge dislocation.373

At first glance this result contradicts the general perception thatBd is propor-374

tional to the dislocation stress-field and hence proportional to the absolute375

value of the Burgers vector. The atomistic calculations of the interaction376

landscapes show that the near core region is essentially different for the two377

edge dislocations. The stronger and broader repulsive region in the 〈100〉378

edge-SIA interaction map plays an important role in screening out SIAs ap-379

proaching from that side and thus explains the unexpectedly low Bd for the380
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〈100〉 edge dislocation.381

For the screw dislocation, negative bias values (Zvac>ZSIA) were obtained382

using atomistic interaction energies and negligible bias was obtained using383

the analytical models. These results can be readily understood by comparing384

the interaction energy landscapes that the atomistic and analytical models385

predict. For the atomistic case, three repulsion zones drive away SIAs but386

not vacancies. For the analytical case, the interaction energies are almost387

negligible.388

The effect of dislocation density on Z was assessed for the temperature389

range 623-823 K, which is typical for the application of Fe-based ferric steels390

(e.g. high Cr steels) in the nuclear industry where the swelling phenomenon391

is a practical issue. It is found that while a temperature increase leads to the392

reduction of Z, the increase of dislocation density causes an increase of Z.393

A combination of the Z values from edge- and screw dislocations is used to394

assess the joint influence. A possible supplementary mechanisms of the long395

incubation time in the bcc material has been suggested from the point of the396

view of the joint dislocation bias.397
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Table 1: Dislocation core radii that are used in this work.

Atomistic Elastic model

vacancy SIA vacancy SIA

Edge 〈100〉 9 Å 12.5 Å 5 Å 8 Å

Edge 1/2〈111〉 8 Å 13 Å 5 Å 8 Å

Screw 1/2〈111〉 6.5 Å 8 Å 5 Å 7 Å
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Figure 1: The effect of the dislocation core radii on the capture efficiencies of edge dislo-

cation 〈100〉{001} type. Atomistic and analytical represent the atomistic and analytical

interaction energy.
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Figure 2: Interaction energies with the edge dislocation of 〈100〉 {001} type. A. the atom-

istically calculated interaction between the dislocation and a vacancy; B. the atomistically

calculated average interaction between the dislocation and all the nonequivalent 〈110〉

SIAs; C. the anisotropic interaction energies between the dislocation and a vacancy; D.

the anisotropic interaction energies between the dislocation and a 〈110〉 SIA.
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Figure 3: Interaction energies with the edge dislocation of 1/2〈111〉 {110} type. A. the

atomistically calculated interaction between the dislocation and a vacancy; B. the atom-

istically calculated average interaction between the dislocation and all the nonequivalent

〈110〉 SIAs; C. the anisotropic interaction energies between the dislocation and a vacancy;

D. the anisotropic interaction energies between the dislocation and a 〈110〉 SIA.
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Figure 4: The dislocation bias of both types edge dislocations. 〈100〉 and 〈111〉 represent

〈100〉 {001} type and 1/2〈111〉 {110} type, respectively.
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Figure 5: Interaction energies with the screw dislocation of 1/2〈111〉 {110} type. A. the

atomistically calculated interaction between the dislocation and a vacancy; B. the atom-

istically calculated average interaction between the dislocation and all the nonequivalent

〈110〉 SIAs; C. the anisotropic interaction energies between the dislocation and a vacancy;

D. the anisotropic interaction energies between the dislocation and a 〈110〉 SIA.
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Figure 6: Comparison of capture efficiencies of the three kinds of dislocations as a function

of temperature. SD and ED represent screw dislocation and edge dislocation respectively.
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Figure 7: Comparison of the capture efficiencies of the three kinds of dislocations as a

function of temperature. SD and ED represent screw dislocation and edge dislocation

respectively.
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